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Simplify hosting,
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secure manner.
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• Propose a simple and accessible tool that aggregates a data set in an
ultra-secure environment
• Find a reliable, responsive and PSF compliant partner
• Deploy a platform that adapts to their strong growth
As 2Gears evolves in the PSF sector and grows exponentially, it needs to rely on a
specialised partner in this sector that masters the whole complexity of the
regulations, the need for maximum security and flexibility.

THE

CHALLENGE
• Provide a scalable, simple solution
Provide a scalable,
simple solution, optimum
security and be GDPR
ready

• Be GDPR ready and offer optimum security
• Master costs
2Gears needed a tool flexible enough to support its ambitions in terms of
growth, while keeping hands on its expenses. Simplicity and accessibility were
prerequisites, as were the notions of security and of course, regulation. So it was
for Telindus to be reactive and pragmatic.

THE

SOLUTIONS
Enabling 2Gears to
control costs

• Hosting 2Gears data with U-flex, Telindus’ ultra-secure private cloud solution
• Ensure optimal security, in accordance with the regulation standards
With U-flex, 2Gears uses an intuitive, scalable and easy-to-use tool, without
having to worry about technical details. The company can therefore focus on its
core business and customers.

THE

RESULTS
Telindus has managed to simplify the hosting process of 2 Gears in a safe, secure and professional way, while
taking the GDPR ready constraints into account and also providing an irreproachable assistance service.
The U-flex solution offers accessibility to all employees, but in a controlled way and above all, customisable
according to the needs.
Finally, Telindus’ experience as PSF is a genuine quality and trust guarantee for the customers of 2Gears,
which can consider a strong growth in complete serenity.

A scalable, reliable and transparent solution

THE BENEFITS
FOR 2GEARS
• Perfect cost control
• Increased responsiveness
• Safety and control standards adapted to the business requirements
• Transparency of the solution and processes
• Support and flexibility
• The credibility and expertise of Telindus, a recognised Luxembourg partner
• Ability to focus on its business
• Easier development of a cross border market

DISCOVER

THEIR HISTORY

“

It was important for us to find a trusted PSF ready partner in
Luxembourg. Our tool requires a strict compliance with standards, high
security requirements and the consideration of GDPR logic. But most
of all, we wanted a simple and accessible solution. Telindus meets all
our requirements and working with them is a true quality guarantee for
our customers.” Bert Boerman, CEO & Co-Founder, 2Gears
BERT BOERMAN - CEO & Co-founder 2Gears

2GEARS IN SHORT
2Gears S.A. is a Luxembourg FinTech company, founded by Bert and Rob Boerman in 2011. With a
decades-long experience in technology and investment funds, they developed Governance.io, a solution
that enables investment fund companies to have a comprehensive view of their fund structures and their
control framework.
• Present in Luxembourg and the Netherlands
• Recently awarded « Fintech of the Year », during the first edition of the Fintech Awards Luxembourg

www.telindus.lu

